Non-invasive optical imaging techniques, such as optical coherence tomography [1] [2] [3] , are essential diagnostic tools in many disciplines, from the life sciences to nanotechnology. However, present methods are not able to image through opaque layers that scatter all the incident light 4, 5 . Even a very thin layer of a scattering material can appear opaque and hide any objects behind it 6 . Although great progress has been made recently with methods such as ghost imaging 7, 8 and wavefront shaping 9-11 , present procedures are still invasive because they require either a detector 12 or a nonlinear material 13 to be placed behind the scattering layer. Here we report an optical method that allows non-invasive imaging of a fluorescent object that is completely hidden behind an opaque scattering layer. We illuminate the object with laser light that has passed through the scattering layer. We scan the angle of incidence of the laser beam and detect the total fluorescence of the object from the front. From the detected signal, we obtain the image of the hidden object using an iterative algorithm 14, 15 . As a proof of concept, we retrieve a detailed image of a fluorescent object, comparable in size (50 micrometres) to a typical human cell, hidden 6 millimetres behind an opaque optical diffuser, and an image of a complex biological sample enclosed between two opaque screens. This approach to non-invasive imaging through strongly scattering media can be generalized to other contrast mechanisms and geometries.
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As experienced on a foggy day, scattering of light severely impairs our ability to see. A strongly scattering medium allows light to pass in the form of a diffuse halo, but completely scrambles all the spatial information 6 . A strategy that has proved very successful in imaging through scattering materials is to separate the small amount of light that did not change direction owing to random scattering (ballistic light) from the scattered background using a gated technique such as optical coherence tomography [1] [2] [3] . In this way it is possible to obtain sharp images through semi-transparent media, but for stronger scattering the medium appears opaque to the eye and prevents present non-invasive optical imaging techniques from obtaining detailed images 5 . Absorptive objects deep inside a scattering medium can be located using diffuse wave tomography, which does not allow one to resolve details much smaller than the depth 16, 17 . Speckle correlations can be used to transmit highly detailed image information through scattering media 9, [18] [19] [20] [21] . To demonstrate noninvasive imaging with speckle correlations, we constructed the setup illustrated in Fig. 1a . A 50-mm-wide fluorescent object made of dye-doped polymer (Supplementary Information) is placed a distance d 5 6 mm behind a scattering layer (an Edmund Optics 120-grit ground-glass diffuser) that completely hides it. As shown in Fig. 1b , the scattering layer makes it impossible to resolve even millimetresized details at this distance. We shine a laser (wavelength, 532 nm) on the scattering layer where, owing to the scattering, the transmitted light produces a speckle pattern that illuminates the object. The fluorescent light is scrambled by scattering and through the diffuser we cannot measure any spatial information about the shape of the object (Fig. 1c) . However, the total amount of transmitted fluorescence can be measured and retains the information on the overlap between the object's fluorescent response, O(r), and the speckle intensity, S(r), where r is the vector of spatial coordinates.
In our measurement procedure, we scan the angle of incidence, h 5 (h x , h y ), of the laser beam using a pair of scanning galvanic mirrors (Supplementary Information). Although the speckle illuminating the object might appear random, it contains correlations that can be exploited. In particular, the angular correlation known as the memory effect 22, 23 means that rotating the incident beam over small angles h does not change the resulting speckle pattern but only translates it over a distance Dr < hd. Therefore, up to a proportionality constant that we will set to 1, the total measured fluorescence as a function of the incident angle is given by *These authors contributed equally to this work.
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where Ã denotes the convolution product. Owing to the random nature of the speckle pattern, the measured intensity, I(h) (Fig. 2a) , does not directly resemble that of the original hidden object. Instead, the image information is encoded in the correlations of the measured signal.
To separate the shape of the object from the random speckle, we calculate the autocorrelation product of the measured intensity and obtain
where ? is the cross-correlation product and angle brackets denote the average over speckle realizations (that is, the average over different scans). Because the average autocorrelation of a speckle pattern, AES ?Sae, is a sharply peaked function 24 , we are effectively measuring the autocorrelation of the object O ? O with a resolution given by the average speckle size. For a circular illumination beam of width W, we find that
where J 1 is a first-order Bessel function of the first kind, L is the layer thickness and k is the wavenumber 24 . The second term in the convolution represents the average speckle size and can be made arbitrarily close to the diffraction limit by increasing W. The final (multiplicative) factor accounts for the fact that when the change in the angle of incidence of the laser is not small enough the speckle pattern is not only rotated but also decorrelates, effectively limiting the memory range [22] [23] [24] [25] and, thus, the available field of view. We note that ground-glass diffusers are effectively single scattering layers and thus have a very large memory range while being completely opaque 25 (Supplementary Information). Equation (1) does not depend on the detailed scattering properties of the scattering layer, allowing us to measure O ? O for objects hidden behind any completely opaque layer.
The average autocorrelation of nine subsequent scans is shown in Fig. 2b . We obtained the independent measurements of I(h) needed to average S ? S by starting each scan at a different incidence angle. In fact, if the difference between the starting angles is larger than the angular size of the object, the speckle realizations are independent. Comparing the measured autocorrelation with a microscope image of the object (Fig. 3a) , we recognize some features such as the presence of two vertical legs. Yet an autocorrelation contains only information on the relative distance between the various parts of an object, and not directly on the object itself. Furthermore, the autocorrelation of a real object is always centred and centrosymmetric. To obtain an image of the object we need to invert the autocorrelation.
In two and three dimensions, autocorrelations can be numerically inverted using a Gerchberg-Saxton-type iterative algorithm by exploiting some manifest properties of the measured signal as constraints 14, 26 . In our case, we used the fact that a fluorescent image is always real and positive. Other common choices are the fact that O is a real function, as in stellar speckle interferometry 27 , and the positiveness of both the real and the imaginary part of O, as in X-ray scattering 15, 28 . We used a standard version of this algorithm, which can perform the inversion in a few seconds on a normal desktop computer (Supplementary Information). The results of the inversion are shown in Fig. 3 . In Fig. 3a we show a fluorescence microscope image of the object before it is placed behind the scattering layer, and in Fig. 3b we show the object retrieved from the measured autocorrelation presented in Fig. 2b . The two images of the symbol p show an excellent resemblance to each other. Small features such as the flattening of the left 'foot' of the symbol or the inhomogeneities in the intensity are faithfully recovered, demonstrating successful imaging of the object through an opaque layer.
To test our method on a complex biological sample, we placed a slice of the stem of Convallaria majalis between two diffusers (4.5 cm behind the front one and 6 mm in front of the back one), effectively enclosing the sample. The structure presents intracellular autofluorescence and did not require staining. The light emitted when the sample was illuminated with the speckled light was collected from behind the back diffuser (Fig. 4a) , and after averaging over five scans we obtained the autocorrelation shown in Fig. 4b. Figures 4c and 4d respectively show an image of the sample taken with the back diffuser removed (thus allowing free optical access) and the reconstructed image obtained starting from the measured autocorrelation. The blue lines in Fig. 4c are contours of the reconstructed image at 20% of the maximum intensity, showing that all the high-intensity features of the a, Fluorescence microscope image of the object taken without the scattering layer in place. b, The retrieved object that we found from the measured autocorrelation in Fig. 2b . Even small details such as the intensity inhomogeneities of the original object are recovered in the retrieved image.
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object were faithfully recovered. To reduce the complexity of the reconstruction, we lowered the resolution by increasing the speckle size. Higher resolution (up to the diffraction limit) can be obtained by decreasing the size of the speckle spots. The main limitation on the reconstruction fidelity is given by the background signal, which can distort the measured autocorrelation 29 . We have experimentally demonstrated non-invasive imaging of a two-dimensional fluorescent object through a completely opaque layer. Other optical signals that depend on speckle intensity, such as chemically selective Raman scattering, photoacoustic absorption contrast 30 and second-harmonic generation, can also be used. Threedimensional imaging, for example to study cell morphology 4 , is possible by also scanning the speckle pattern in the third direction, which can be done by adding a parabolic phase pattern to the beam.
METHODS SUMMARY
A collimated laser beam was shone on the scattering layer with a controllable angle of incidence. The total amount of fluorescent light coming from the hidden object was detected through the scattering layer as a function of the angle of incidence, using a charge-coupled device. After subtracting the background, the measured signal was autocorrelated and the autocorrelations obtained from several independent scans were averaged. The resulting average autocorrelation was multiplied with a Hamming window and used as the input for a Gerchberg-Saxton-type iterative algorithm that can be used to determine the shape of the hidden object.
